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Abstract— With the strong growth of the World Wide Web
and the development of storage device, the amount of avail-
able information is so great that finding the right and useful
information becomes a very hard task for an end user. In this
paper, we introduce PAWebSearch a personal agent for Web
information retrieval. It is based on dynamic choice of indexing
terms depending on the user request but also on his profile. The
general idea is to consider that the need of a user depends on
his request but also on his knowledge acquired through time on
the thematic of his request.
Keywords. User Modeling, Information Retrieval, Software
Agents.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the strong growth of the World Wide Web and
the development of storage device, the amount of available
information is so great that finding the right and useful
information becomes a very difficult task. The end user,
generally overloaded by information, can’t efficiently perceive
such information. In order to help the user in his task,
search engines available on the Web propose, through requests
expressed by user in form of key words, a set of documents.
Unfortunately, the quantity of returned results is also very
large. Moreover, some relevant documents are often badly
ranked and thus rarely consulted. �������
	������	���� showed that
the poor performance of IR systems is mainly due to the
incapacity of users to formulate adequate requests [1]. Indeed,
requests only formulated by key words express badly user
information needs. In fact, these needs depend of course on
the formulated request but also on the knowledge acquired
by the user in his search domain: two users can formulate
the same requests for different needs, and the same user for
the same request may expect different answers in different
periods of time [2]. For example, the results expected by
an expert in java language who formulates the request ”java
course” are different from the results expected by a non expert
which formulates the same request. A possible solution of this
problem is to take into account the user profile in order to
refine the ranks of the results returned by the Web search
engines. In other words, the personalized Web information
retrieval consists in finding a model able to consider efficiently
user interests.
In this paper, we introduce PAWebSearch a personal agent for
Web information retrieval. It is based on dynamic choice of

indexing terms depending on the user request but also on his
profile. The general idea is to consider that the need of a user
depends on his request but also on his knowledge acquired
through time on the thematic of his request.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
functional architecture of PAWebSearch agent. Then, Section
3 describes our approach for modelling and learning user
profile. Section 4 presents our information retrieval model.
Experimental results are presented in Section 5, we show that
our method allows to improve significantly quality of Web
information retrieval. Section 6 gives an overview of related
work. Finally, section 7 provides some concluding remarks
and directions of future research.

II. PAWEBSEARCH ARCHITECTURE

Personalization of the information retrieval on the Web
consists in adapting documents returned by the Web search
engines according to user profile. In this framework, we have
developed PAWebSearch a personal agent for Web information
retrieval. It carries out the two following tasks:

1) Learning user profile: according to various actions of
user and to each consulted document (Web page),
PAWebSearch automatically updates the user profile.

2) Personalization of Web information retrieval: for each
information retrieval request carried out via a Web
search engine (Google, Yahoo, ..), PAWebSearh considers
user request and results provided by the Web search
engine in order to rank these results according to the
user profile.

As shown in figure 1, PAWebSearch is composed of the three
following sub-systems:

1) A proxy: is an interface between the user browser, the
Web, the user learning sub-system and the filtering
sub-system. All Http transactions between browser and
the Web pass through the proxy which informs user
learning sub-system and filtering sub-system. The results
of information retrieval requests, carried out through the
Web search engines, are initially sent to the filtering sub-
system which is in charge of adapting results according
to the user profile.

2) User learning sub-system: learns and models user in-
terests according to his actions. Indeed, it supervises
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the user’s actions by updating his profile each time a
document is consulted.

3) Filtering sub-system: filters results of information re-
trieval requests according to the user profile.

The general principle of PAWebSearch is as follows: From
a request � carried out by a user on a Web search engine,
PAWebSearch agent recovers all the results through the proxy.
Then, an analysis of user profile (user knowledge) is performed
in order to obtain a set � of indexing terms, which are
constituted by key words of the initial request, enriched by the
terms in correlated with these key words. The construction of
the indexing terms set � depends both on the user profile and
on the user request � . We thus index all documents returned by
search engine and request � according to the indexing term set
� (documents and requests are represented by vectors). Then,
to better adapt to the user’s needs, the initial request vector
� is transformed into ��� . Proposing documents to the user is
done by the calculation of similarities between the documents
returned by the Web search engine and the request ��� .

In the following sections, we present in detail how user
profile is represented and how it is considered to improve the
quality of the answers of search engines.

III. USER PROFILE REPRESENTATION

A user is defined by a tuple �������
���! #" where �$� stands
for an unique user identifier and  is a graph representing
documents consulted by the user. The general idea is to
analyze the content of the different documents and to store in
the graph  co-occurrence frequency between various terms
(words) of a document, as well as occurrence frequency of
these terms. More precisely,  %���'&(�*)+" is a labelled graph
such as:

1) &,� �.-0/!1 �*2�3�4658797 -:/<; �*2�30=>58� is a set of vertices of  , where
each vertex

-:/<? �*2�30@<5 is represented by a term
/A?

and its
frequency 2 3 @ .

2) ),� �.-0/ ? � /CB �*2EDF� -0/ ? � /CB 5A5*G / ? � /CBIH &J� is a set of edges of
 , where 2EDF� -0/ ? � /CB 5 represents co-occurrence frequency
between the terms

/ ?
and

/CB
.

The co-occurrence frequency (or co-frequency) between two
terms is defined as the frequency of both terms occurring
within a given textual unit. Textual unit can be K words
windows, sentences, paragraphs, sections, or whole documents
[3][4]. In the framework of our user model, 2ED6� -0/!? � / B 5 repre-
sents co-occurrence frequency between terms

/*?
and

/ B
in the

set of documents consulted by the user.
Thus, the user profile is built through the set of the docu-

ments consulted by user. For each new consulted document � ,
a graph of co-occurrence  �L associated to � is built, according
to the following steps:

1) Identification of terms (lexical segmentation),
2) Elimination of the stop words, that is, terms that are not

interesting (by using a preset list),
3) Stemming, that is, the reduction of terms to their root,
4) Construction of the graph  �L .

As shown in algorithm 1, for each new consulted document
� , a graph  �L is built, then  �L is added to the graph  
representing the user profile.

Algorithm 1: User Profile Learning
Input:
consulted document � ,
the user profile MN�����$���! #"
Output:
updated user profile MO���P�$�Q�* R"
begin

1. construction of the co-occurrence graph  SL
2. for each term

/A?
of  �L do

if
/ ? H  then
2ET30@ �U2ET30@WV 2 TYX30@

else
create a new vertex

-0/A? �*2�30@<5 in the graph  
such as
2ET3 @ �U2 TZX3 @

3. for each edge
-0/A? � / B �[2ED6� -0/<? � / B 5!5 of  �L do

2ED6� T
-0/<? � / B 5(�\2ED6� T

-:/<? � / B 5 V 2EDF� TYX
-0/<? � / B 5

end
2ED6� T

-0/<? � / B 5 stands for the frequency of co-occurrence
between terms

-0/A? � / B 5 in the graph  .

IV. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL MODEL

We consider in this section that a request � was sent to a
Web search engine, and that we have a set ] of returned doc-
uments, and let M be a user profile. Our information retrieval
model can be presented as a tuple �P]^�[_`�!�W�!�a�*b��*2^" ,
where ] represents the set of documents (i.e. document col-
lection), _ stands for the set of requests, � is the set of user’s
profiles, � represents the term set indexing, b is a similarity or
distance function and 2 is the term set construction function.
For a given request � and a profile M we have �U�\2 - Mc�*��5 .

Our motivation is to integrate effectively the user interests
in the information retrieval process. Thus, the construction
of the indexing term set � is done in a dynamic way and
depends both on the user profile M and on the user request �
(i.e. �#�d2 - Mc�!��5 ). For each new user request � , a new term
set � is rebuilt. After the determination of the indexing term
set � , the request � and each document of the collection ]
are represented by vectors according to the indexing term set
� . Then, the initial request vector � is transformed into ��� .
The transformation of � to ��� requires the construction of the
profile-request matrix (Sect. 4.A).

A. Indexing Term Set Construction

The choice of the indexing terms takes into account user
profile as well as information retrieval request. Our motivation
is to choose indexing terms reflecting the knowledge of the
user in the domain of his search. As shown by the algorithm
2, the indexing terms are selected among the terms of the user
profile which are in co-occurrence with the terms of the initial
request.
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Fig. 1. Functional Architecture

Algorithm 2: Indexing Term Set Construction
Input: user request � ,
the user profile MO�����$�Q�* R"
Output: indexing term set �
begin

1. �fe terms contained in the request � ;
2. for each term

/A?
of � do

for each term
/CB

of  such as 2EDF� -0/ ? � /CB 5g"ih do

if j9k�l$m8j 30@
n 3poAq0q0rkAs @ut k<s o "iv then

�w�f�yx �z/ B �
end
v : constant representing the threshold of term selection.

B. Profile-request matrix

From the indexing terms obtained previously, we extract
from the user profile M , the co-occurrence frequency matrix
of the indexing term set � . This matrix represents semantic
bonds between the various indexing terms.
Let ��{ be the set of terms contained in the user profile MO���
�
���! #" . We call matrix profile-request, noted P| , the square
matrix of dimension }���~O�,} such that �����E{ , where each
element � ? B of y| is defined by:

� ? B �w2EDF� -0/ ? � /CB 5 where
-0/ ? � /CB 5 H ���

C. Request and document representation

From the matrix profile-request  | , we can calculate the
new request ��� in order to adjust it according to user profile.
This request aims to reflect, as well as possible, the user
interest in his search domain.

� � �f�P~ �
} ��} V

-<��� ��5W~ �S~� |��
} �S~��| � }

� : initial request, indexed on the term set � ,

} ��} : Euclidean length of vector � ,
} ��~� | } : Euclidean length of vector } ��~� | } ,
y| : profile-request matrix,
� : threshold such that h#����� �

, allowing hybridation
between initial request �� � � and the enriched request � t����� � t���� � ,the higher � is, the more the user profile is considered.

Documents of the corpus are represented in the traditional
vector space model [5]. They are indexed on the set of terms
� . The information retrieval is done by the calculation of
similarity between the new request ��� , and the documents of
the collection. We use, to measure the similarity, the cosine
formula [5]. Let � ? and � B be two documents, the similarity
of the cosine between these two documents is formulated by:

���  - � ? �!� B 5(� � ?�� � B
}�� ? }E~i}�� B }

V. EXPERIMENTATION

An evaluation was made to measure the ability of the
PAWebSearch agent to personalize in a relevant way the
information retrieval. The experimentation is carried out in
two steps, at the first step, we compare results provided
by PAWebSearch to those of Google. In the second step
we compare PAWebSearch with other information retrieval
systems on a local Database.

A. First step

The evaluation was made on 10 users (real and simulated).
We asked each user to formulate a search request correspond-
ing to its personal interest on Google and to evaluate the
results provided by this last one. Then, it reformulates the
same request by using the PAWebSearch agent. Starting with
an empty profile, the user consults documents on the Web,
and at each 10 consulted documents, it reformulates the same
request and evaluates the results obtained. For this first step
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Fig. 2. PAWebSearch, PVS, VS: Precision/Recall after 100 documents consulted

the optimal values of the constants � and v are respectively
at 0.1 and 0.005 (where it gives highest average results).

B. Second Step

The documents used for this experiment step are press arti-
cles, collected from 5 different online newspapers in different
periods. Our collection contains 1200 documents on different
thematic (Cinema, Data Processing, Economy, Football, Inter-
national policy, ..).

We compare PAWebSerach agent with the an information
retrieval system based on the standard vector space model VS
and with system based on the model presented in [2] (we call
it PVS). In PVS, user profile has the same structure as a request
or a document in the system and is represented by a vector
in the vector space, for a given document � , a request � and
profile M , a retrieval function 2 - �.�:MY�!�.5 is defined by:

2 - �.�:MY�!�.5(�f��7 b - �.�*��5 V -A��� ��587�b - MY�!�.5
where b is the similarity function (we use the the similarity

of the D6��bz�
��� ).
By varying the value of � , we found that the optimal value
is between 0.2 and 0.6, for this experiment � is fixed to 0.5
(where it gives highest average accuracy).
The mechanism for updating the user profile in PVS is based
on a linear adding of vectors (of documents consulted by the
user).

The evaluation was made on 5 users (real and simulated).
as in the first step, we asked each user to formulate request
corresponding to its personal interest on the three systems and
to evaluate the results provided. Starting with an empty profile,
the user consults documents and at each 10 consultations he
formulates the same request and evaluates the results obtained.
For this step the optimal values of the constants � and v are

respectively at 0.3 and 0.01 (where it gives highest average
results).

C. Results

The evaluation of the IR systems is usually done with the
standard measures of precision (P) and recall (R), where:

�%�
�^� ���8�u	Y��2 	����:�u¡���� / ����D � ���u� / b�	�� / 	��$�z¡.���
��� / �.�u� � ���8�u	Y��2�����D � �¢�u� / bc	�� / 	��$�u¡����

£ �
��� ���8�u	Y��2 	��u���u¡���� / ����D � ���u� / b�	�� / 	��
�u¡.���
��� / �.��� � ���8�u	Y��2�	����:�u¡���� / ����D � ���u� / b

Table 1 shows the precision of the documents returned
by PAWebSearch and Google. p(10), p(20), p(30) represent
successively the relevance of the 10, 20 and 30 first returned
documents. From the table below, we see that in the majority
of the cases, the documents returned by PAWebSearch are
distinctly more relevant than those returned by Google. Indeed
starting from the

� h 3:¤ document consulted by the user, the
relevance reaches ¥.¦�§ in the top 10, and 35% in the top 20,
and 31% in the top 30, whereas the relevance of Google is only
of respectively 35%, 27%, 21%. As expected, we also note that
the more user consults documents the more relevance of the
documents returned by PAWebSearch increases. Indeed starting
from the ¨©h 3:¤ consulted document the precision exceed the
55% in the top 10, to reach 73% with the

� h©h 3:¤ document
consulted.

Table 2 shows the precision of the documents returned
by each system (PAWebSearch, PVS, VS) according to the
number of documents consulted by the user. These results
show significant improvement in the precision score when
using PAWebSearch rather than VS or PVS. We also note
that more user consults documents more the relevance of



Documents Google PAWeb- Google PAWeb Google PAWeb
Search Search Search

consulted P(10) P(10) P(20) p(20) P(30) P(30)
10 0.350 0.420 0.270 0.350 0.210 0.310
20 0.350 0.420 0.270 0.360 0.210 0.413
30 0.350 0.550 0.270 0.465 0.210 0.440
40 0.350 0.610 0.270 0.550 0.210 0.490
50 0.350 0.650 0.270 0.550 0.210 0.510
60 0.350 0.690 0.270 0.650 0.210 0.366
70 0.350 0.700 0.270 0.685 0.210 0.640
80 0.350 0.720 0.270 0.700 0.210 0.640
90 0.350 0.730 0.270 0.700 0.210 0.633
100 0.350 0.730 0.270 0.700 0.210 0.630

TABLE I
PAWEBSEARCH, GOOGLE: PRECISION VALUES PER DOCUMENT

CONSULTED

Documents PAWebSearch PVS VS
Consulted

P(10) P(20) P(30) P(10) P(20) P(30) P(10) P(20) P(30)
10 0.733 0.733 0.688 0.366 0.333 0.277 0.100 0.116 0.222
20 0.900 0.816 0.788 0.366 0.300 0.266 0.100 0.116 0.222
30 0.900 0.850 0.800 0.400 0.300 0.255 0.100 0.116 0.222
40 0.966 0.900 0.855 0.400 0.300 0.255 0.100 0.116 0.222
50 0.966 0.916 0.833 0.366 0.316 0.266 0.100 0.116 0.222
60 0.966 0.850 0.822 0.333 0.300 0.288 0.100 0.116 0.222
70 1.000 0.916 0.855 0.333 0.316 0.300 0.100 0.116 0.222
80 1.000 0.916 0.866 0.300 0.266 0.300 0.100 0.116 0.222
90 1.000 0.933 0.877 0.300 0.266 0.300 0.100 0.116 0.222
100 1.000 0.933 0.877 0.433 0.333 0.322 0.100 0.116 0.222

TABLE II
PAWEBSEARCH, PVS, VS: PRECISION VALUES PER DOCUMENT

CONSULTED

the documents returned by PAWebSearch increases, and it
increases more than PVS.

In order to illustrate further the comparison between PAWeb-
Search and PVS, Figures 2 presents the precision/recall graphs.
The results show that the precision of PAWebSearch is very
hight (greater than 0.83) for recall values less than 0.6. For
high recall values ( "ªhQ7�« ) the precision decreases (between
0.13 and 0.6) and these values are however good. We note
also that the precision of PAWebSearch is more important than
PVS and VS for all values of recall.

VI. RELATED WORK

In traditional information retrieval systems, users express
their needs by formulating requests which are often insufficient
to obtain relevant documents. �������
	������	���� showed that
the poor performance of IR systems is mainly due to the
incapacity of users to formulate adequate requests [1]. Indeed,
experiments have proved that different users may expect
different answers for the same request, and the same user
for the same request may expect different answer in different
periods of time [6]. Thus, information retrieval models taking
into account user profile were proposed [6][2] [7]. Different
methods for learning user interests for information filtering and
information retrieval were proposed [8][5][9][10][11][12][13].
Thus, Chen models the user by a multiple TF-IDF vectors [9].
In [14] the authors represent a profile as Boolean features using
a Naive Bayesian classifier to determine whether a Web page
is relevant or not. In [15][16], the authors use neural networks

for learning user profiles. Contrary to the existing information
retrieval models, our model integrates semantic information in
the representation of the user profile but also in the choice of
the indexing terms.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have introduced PAWebSearch an intelligent agent for
Web Information retrieval. This agent analyzes user behavior
and build automatically user profile. It adapts documents
returned by the Web search engines according to user profile.
The model proposed allows a better consideration of the user’s
interests in information retrieval process by:¬ A choice of indexing terms reflecting as well as possible

the user knowledge in his search domain.¬ An enrichment of the user request by the matrix of
profile-request.

In the systems where the user is represented by key-word
vectors, an iterative process of user profile re-indexing is nec-
essary to take into account of new indexing terms. In our case
no re-indexing of user profile is necessary, therefore it is very
adapted to the Web, where information are very heterogeneous.
One of the prospects for research is the application of the
indexing term set construction method in the framework of a
standard information retrieval model.
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